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The Show Must Go On: Legal Issues Affecting Broadway due to COVID-19 

1. Economic strength of Broadway 

a. Before the coronavirus, Broadway was thriving economically 

b. Broadway grossed $1.8 billion in 2018-19 season 

c. Broadway grosses $33 million in a normal week 

d. During the last week of 2018, “Hamilton” grossed $4 million, an all-time record 

e. 41 theaters on Broadway 

f. 14.7 million tickets sold to Broadway shows in 2018-19 season 

g. Broadway contributed $14.7 billion to economy and supported 96,900 jobs in 2018-19 

season 

h. 15 million people attended Broadway shows in 2018-19 season 

i. 52,000 members of Actors’ Equity Association (represents actors and stage managers) 

j. 4 million creative professionals in U.S. 

2. Timeline of recent events 

a. 2/27/20-Actors’ Equity announces it has provided guidance to its members. 

b. 3/2/20-Broadway League says it is “closely monitoring this evolving situation on behalf 

of the Broadway community.” 

c. 3/6/20-Cleaning procedures at Broadway theaters are enhanced, including hand 

sanitizer dispensers in lobbies, sick ticketholders encouraged to stay home. 

d. 3/7/20-“Hadestown” announces that cast will not greet audience members at stage 

door for 30 days. 

e. 3/10/20-Producer Scott Rudin announces $50 ticket promotion for all his shows 

3/29/20. 

f. 3/11/20-Broadway usher tests positive. 

g. 3/12/20-Cuomo forbids public gatherings of 500 or more people, venues with less than 

500 seats can operate at half capacity; Broadway to shutter through at least 4/12/20; 31 

shows were running at the time  and 16 new shows were scheduled to open through 

4/23/20; “Six” cannot have open as scheduled that same night; major Off-Broadway 

companies shut down; a few Off-Broadway shows try to soldier on with social distancing 

measures. 

h. 3/13/20-Metropolitan Opera announces it will stream operas for free each night for the 

duration of the closure. 

i. 3/20/20-Actors’ Equity and Broadway League reach agreement over compensation; 

“Hangmen” closes. 

j. 3/21/20-“Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?” closes. 

k. 3/22/20-“New York State on Pause” plan takes effect, banning all nonessential 

gatherings. 

l. 3/24/20-Playwright Terrence McNally dies due to complications from the coronavirus. 

m. 3/25/20-Tony Awards, scheduled for 6/7/20, are postponed, replaced with “Grease” 

singalong; Roundabout postpones “Caroline, Or Change” and “Birthday Candles” to the 

fall. 

n. 3/27/20-$2 trillion federal stimulus package includes $75 million for NEA and $25 million 

for Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, prompting outcry from Republican 

lawmakers. 



o. 3/30/20-Red Bull Theater cancels its livestream reading of “Tis Pity She’s a Whore” at 

the last minute due to dispute with Actors’ Equity. 

p. 4/8/20-Broadway shutdown extended through at least 6/7/20; Cuomo responds with “I 

wouldn’t use what Broadway thinks as a barometer of anything.”  

q. 4/17/20-Public Theater cancels Shakespeare in the Park season, furloughs 70 percent of 

staff. 

r. 4/24/20-Actors’ Equity hires former OSHA administrator David Michaels to draft theater 

safety protocols. 

s. 4/28/20-Barrington Sage Company of MA reveals cut-down social distancing season 

t. 5/4/20-New York Forward plan of reopening in four phases by region and industry 

revealed; Mega-producer Cameron Mackintosh says London theaters are unlikely to 

reopen until 2021. 

u. 5/6/20-Secret Theatre in Queens and Shelter Studios & Theatres in Midtown close. 

v. 5/9/20-Guthrie Theatre of Minneapolis delays reopening until 3/21, drastically reduces 

size of upcoming season 

w. 5/12/20-Broadway shutdown extended through at least 9/6/20; Disney announces it 

will stream “Hamilton” on Disney+ on 7/3/20 instead of releasing it in movie theaters on 

6/18/21. 

x. 5/13/20-“Plaza Suite” postpones opening to spring 2021. 

y. 5/14/20-Disney announces closing of “Frozen”; Michael Jackson musical postpones 

opening to spring 2021. 

3. Current status quo 

a. Prior shutdowns of Broadway 

i. Two-day closure following 9/11 

ii. Strikes in 1975, 2003 and 2007 

iii. Did not shut down during the Spanish Flu of 1918 

b. Role of the Broadway League (trade organization representing theater owners and 

producers in negotiations with the theater worker unions) 

c. Agreement between Coalition of Broadway Unions and Guilds and the Broadway League 

i. Up to 150% of minimum Broadway salary  ($2,200 a week) for week of March 12 

and two weeks at Broadway minimum salary, plus pension and 401(k) 

contributions 

ii. Health insurance payments through April 12 

iii. Agreement may be supplemented 

d. Comparison with standard Equity Broadway contract 

i. Did not contemplate closing due to pandemic 

ii. Notice of one week required for closing of show 

e. Furloughs by not-for-profit companies 

f. Cancellation of summer festivals 

g. Producers are still technically responsible for paying minimum rent to theater owners 

per contracts, workers who remain on payroll 

h. Potential applicability of contractual defenses  

i. Force majeure, impossibility, frustration of purpose 

ii. Depends on language of contract and any force majeure clause 



iii. Will the court strictly interpret the contract? 

i. Likelihood that producers, theater owners, and theater workers will work together in 

the ultimate hope of Broadway the industry back to its feet 

j. Small theaters seeking rent forgiveness or freeze 

k. Advance payments to playwrights 

4. Insurance policies 

a. Theater producers wanted the order to shut down to come from the state in the hope 

of triggering insurance policies, as opposed to voluntary shutdown 

b. Certain companies and brokers specialize in theatrical coverage packages 

c. Policy of the theater owner protecting the physical property vs. policy of the show 

running inside the theater protecting against business interruption and/or performance 

cancellation 

d. Specific language of policies is key 

i. Any mention of communicable diseases, viruses, or pandemics 

ii. Whether a physical loss or damage must occur  

iii. In 2016, Shaw Festival upgraded its disaster insurance coverage to specifically 

include pandemics 

e. Potential legislation to address whether policies are triggered 

f. Lawsuits following denial of claims 

5. Refunds for canceled performances 

a. Credits, postponements and/or donations in lieu of refunds 

b. Refunds being issued based on incremental shutdown extensions 

c. New York Arts & Cultural Affairs Law  

i. Section 23.08 

ii. Ticket holders are entitled to refunds for cancelled or rescheduled events 

iii. Exceptions for event that is rescheduled due to an act of God or catastrophe or 

if ticket states that remedy is limited to rescheduled performance 

d. Outcry in press 

e. Class action lawsuits against Ticketmaster and Live Nation 

f. Who has the funds from tickets sold for cancelled performances? 

6. Financial aid  

a. Unions working with members as to annual dues and healthcare eligibility 

b. Applicability of $2 trillion relief package 

i. Theater companies could apply for PPP loans 

ii. $250 million in aid for arts institutions 

iii. Unemployment benefits extended to freelance workers, including theater 

workers who accepted a job but were unable to start work due to the shutdown 

c. Legislation proposed by industry advocates 

i. Making sure theater workers are included in legislation 

ii. 100% COBRA subsidy 

iii. Tax deductions 

iv. Pension protection 

v. Increased arts funding  

d. Local and state arts funding cuts likely on the horizon 



e. The arts receive little funding in the U.S. compared to other countries 

f. Republicans deride arts funding 

g. Need for private philanthropy to take the place of needed public funding 

7. Streaming theater-related programming 

a. Intended to maintain exposure, not economic substitute 

b. New contracts likely to be released to address streaming 

c. Which unions have jurisdiction? 

d. Equity Do Not Work Rule 

e. Livestreamed play readings and concerts 

f. Theatre Authority 

i. Nonprofit group that regulates free appearances by Actors’ Equity members at 

benefit performances 

ii. Predated the coronavirus, now being used for livestreamed events 

iii. Actors receive an honorarium to cover expenses instead of a salary 

iv. Limited rehearsal time is permitted 

v. Streamed content can be viewed for four days at most  

g. Intellectual property protection 

i. Involvement of dramatic licensing companies 

ii. Right of public performance 

iii. Right of synchronization 

iv. Agreement between Theatrical Rights Worldwide and Booktix Live 

h. New streaming agreements with Actors’ Equity 

i. Temporary in nature 

ii. Make a performance available online for one-time viewing to ticket buyers 

iii. Pay the actors a weekly salary 

iv. Number of virtual tickets must match number of seats in theater for each 

“performance” 

i. SAG-AFTRA/digital media contract 

j. Archival video recordings 

i. Theater company probably does not have permission to livestream its archival 

recordings 

ii. Need permission to even make a recording strictly for archival purposes 

iii. Theatre on Film & Tape Library at Lincoln Center Library for the Performing Arts  

1. Videos are restricted to one-time viewing for research purposes 

2. Theater workers were not paid for the recording 

k. Commercially released video recordings 

i. Theater workers were compensated for the recordings 

ii. Broadway actors received no less than 150% of minimum Broadway weekly 

salary for recording/broadcast 

iii. Theater workers under SAG-AFTRA contracts 

iv. Right to exploit in all forms of media 

l. Compensation for theater workers v. economic viability 

m. Case studies 



i. Previously recorded content (National Theatre at Home, Met Opera 

performances, Andrew Lloyd Webber musicals) 

1. National Theatre is offering a nominal payment to the actors in the 

streamed productions per agreement with British Actors’ Equity 

ii. Red Bull Theater reading of ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore 

1. Using cast from 2015 Off-Broadway production 

2. Actors Equity demanded the actors receive salaries 

3. Red Bull disputed whether Equity had jurisdiction 

4. Cancelled and then rescheduled 

iii. Disney concert benefiting BC/EFA 

1. Musicians union demanded payment, later waived 

2. Cancelled and then rescheduled 

iv. The Apple Family Plays by the Public Theater  

v. High school musicals 

vi. Off-Broadway run of The Siblings Play 

vii. How to Succeed at Florida’s Maltz Jupiter Theatre 

viii. The Misanthrope by Moliere in the Park 

ix. The Female Genius by Thirdwing 

x. The Sondheim 90th Birthday Concert 

8. Reopening theaters 

a. When will Broadway reopen? 

b. New York Forward 

i. New York State’s reopening plan 

ii. Non-essential businesses in each region of New York will reopen in four phases 

iii. Arts/entertainment/recreation are in Phase Four 

c. Lack of representation on New York Forward Re-Opening Advisory Board 

d. Whether Off-Broadway, regional, non-union or small/flexible theaters will reopen first 

e. Rehiring theater workers and rehearsals 

f. New safety measures to protect theater workers and audience members 

i. Facial coverings 

ii. Deep cleaning 

iii. Contact tracing/emergency contact lists of attendees 

iv. Body temperature checks 

v. Testing theater workers 

vi. Handling lines of people outside theater and bathroom 

vii. Regulate backstage areas 

viii. Can performers touch each other onstage? 

g. Whether limited live programming with social distancing is possible 

i. Economically unfeasible with reduced seating capacities? 

ii. Outdoor theater also presents logistical problems including tight backstage 

areas and use of bathrooms 

iii. 4 out of 5 Broadway shows already did not make back their investment costs 

iv. Average running costs on Broadway are at least $300,000 for a play and 

$600,000 for a musical 



v. Will contractual minimums, financial models, and production standards need to 

be completely reconceived? 

h. Whether and when audiences will return 

i. Unlike televised sports, Broadway needs a live physical audience 

ii. Contemporary Broadway has been tied directly to NYC tourism 

iii. Surveys indicate that audiences will not return until it is safe to do so 

iv. 65 percent of 2018-19 season audience members lived outside tristate area 

v. 19 percent of 2018-19 season audience members were from outside the U.S. 

vi. 16 percent of 018-19 season audience members were over 65 years of age 

vii. Qualitative and quantitative changes to programming 

i. Possible legislation over liability for virus transmission 

j. Could there be future shutdowns after reopening? 

9. Conclusion 

a. Considering how much Broadway was grossing before the pandemic, producers and 

theater owners are not going to give up on it easily 

b. Broadway is maintaining its presence on social media and promoting good will during 

the shutdown 

c. Theater will return, in some form or other 

d. Theater has survived plagues before 

e. Free streaming content is the equivalent of a band-aid on a bleeding wound 

f. But will the theater industry as we know it return? 

g. It is probably unrealistic for Broadway shows to operate with strict social distancing 

procedures in place 



The Show Must Go On: 
Legal Issues Affecting Broadway due 

to COVID-19



Major legal concerns

• State and local governmental directives

• Streaming theatrical content

• Copyright infringement

• Contracts

• Insurance coverage

• Refunds

• Unions

• Health and safety guidelines

• Financial assistance legislation



Economic power of Broadway

• $1.8 billion in ticket sales in 2018-19 season

• 14.7 million tickets sold in 2018-19 season

• $33 million in ticket sales in a typical week

• “Hamilton” grossed $4 million a single week

• $14.7 billion annual impact on city economy

• The premiere NYC tourist destination



How did we get to be here? What was the 
moment?



Let’s do a timeline/time warp



March 2, 2020

• Broadway League says it is “closely monitoring the evolving situation 
on behalf of the Broadway community”



March 6, 2020

• Enhanced cleaning procedures

• Hand sanitizer dispensers in the lobbies

• Sick theatergoers encouraged to stay home



March 7, 2020

• “Hadestown” cast stops greeting fans at stage door



March 10, 2020
• Scott Rudin announces $50 ticket promotion for March performances 

of all of his Broadway shows including “The Book of Mormon,” “To Kill 
a Mockingbird,” “West Side Story,” “The Lehman Trilogy” and “Who’s 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?”



March 11, 2020

• Broadway usher tests positive 



March 12, 2020
• Cuomo forbids public gatherings of 500 or more people, venues with less than 

500 seats can operate at half capacity

• The 41 theaters of Broadway have 500+ seats

• Broadway to shutter through at least April 12, 2020

• Theater producers wanted the order to shut down to come from the state in the 
hope of triggering insurance policies, as opposed to voluntary shutdown

• 31 shows were running at the time

• 16 shows were scheduled to open in the coming weeks

• Opening night of “Six” is cancelled

• Major Off-Broadway companies immediately shut down

• A few small theaters try to soldier on at half capacity and with sanitation 
procedures, later becomes impossible under “New York on Pause” plan



March 13, 2020

• Metropolitan Opera announces it will stream operas for free each 
night for the duration of the closure



March 20, 2020

• “Hangmen” closes followed by “Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf” 

• Actors’ Equity and Broadway League reach agreement over compensation

• Up to 150% of minimum Broadway salary  ($2,200 a week) for week of 
March 12 and two weeks at Broadway minimum salary, plus pension and 
401(k) contributions

• Health insurance payments through April 12

• Agreement may be supplemented

• Standard Broadway employment contracts did not contemplate mass 
closings due to pandemic

• Notice of one week is traditionally required to close a show



March 22, 2020

• “New York State on Pause” plan takes effect, banning all nonessential 
gatherings.



March 24, 2020

• Playwright Terrence McNally dies due to complications from the 
coronavirus



March 25, 2020
• Tony Awards, scheduled for June 7, 2020, are postponed, later 

replaced with “Grease” singalong

• Roundabout Theatre Company postpones “Caroline, Or Change” and 
“Birthday Candles” to the fall



March 27, 2020

• $2 trillion federal stimulus package includes $75 million for National 
Endowment for the Arts and $25 million for Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts, prompting outcry from Republican lawmakers



March 30, 2020

• Red Bull Theater cancels its livestream reading of “Tis Pit She’s a 
Whore” at the last minute due to dispute with Actors’ Equity

• Using cast from 2015 Off-Broadway production

• Actors Equity demanded the actors receive salaries

• Red Bull disputed whether Equity had jurisdiction

• Cancelled and then rescheduled



April 8, 2020

• Broadway shutdown extended through June 7, 2020

• Cuomo responds with “I wouldn’t use what Broadway thinks as a 
barometer of anything.” 



April 17, 2020

• Public Theater cancels Shakespeare in the Park season, furloughs 70 
percent of staff

• Streaming of concert celebrating Disney on Broadway goes forward

• Previously cancelled because musicians union demanded payment



April 24, 2020

• Actors’ Equity hires former OSHA administrator David Michaels to 
draft theater safety protocols



April 29, 2020
• Public Theater presents Richard Nelson’s “What Do We Need to Talk 

About?”

• Play written as a family conversation using Zoom



May 4, 2020
• New York Forward plan of reopening in four phases by region and 

industry revealed

• Mega-producer Cameron Mackintosh says London theaters are 
unlikely to reopen until 2021



May 6, 2020

• Secret Theatre in Queens and Shelter Studios & Theatres in Midtown 
close



May 9, 2020

• Guthrie Theatre of Minneapolis delays reopening until March 2021, 
drastically reduces size of upcoming season



May 12, 2020
• Broadway shutdown extended through September 6, 2020

• Disney announces it will stream “Hamilton” on Disney+ on July 3, 
2020 instead of releasing it in movie theaters on June 18, 2021



May 13, 2020

• “Plaza Suite” postpones opening to spring 2021



May 14, 2020

• Disney announces closing of “Frozen”

• Michael Jackson bio musical “MJ” postpones opening to spring 2021



September 11, 2020

• Broadway shut down through at least January 2021

• Indoor theater has still not resumed in NY

• A handful of outdoor socially distanced productions

• Matt Windman delivers amazing CLE presentation



Prior shutdowns of Broadway
• Two-day closure following 9/11

• Strikes in 1975, 2003 and 2007

• This is now the longest shutdown in Broadway history

• Broadway did not shut down during the Spanish Flu of 1918



Ongoing contractual obligations

• Producers are still responsible for paying minimum rent to theater owners per 
contracts, workers who remain on payroll

• Potential applicability of contractual defenses: force majeure, impossibility, 
frustration of purpose

• Depends on language of contract and any force majeure clause

• Likelihood that producers, theater owners, and theater workers will work 
together in the ultimate hope of Broadway the industry back to its feet

• Huge change from recent years when theater owners held upper hand

• Theater owners may need to produce shows themselves again

• Will theater sit vacant for extended periods of time?

• Small theaters seeking rent forgiveness or freeze

• Lawsuit brought by major ad agency against producer Scott Rudin for unpaid bills



Advance payments to playwrights

• Theaters ask playwrights to return advances for shows that have been 
postponed or cancelled

• Dramatists Guild of America objects on behalf of its members

• Claims the playwrights have no contractual obligation to return 
advance payments

• DG is a trade association, not a union, due to longstanding antitrust 
issues



Insurance coverage
• Certain companies and brokers specialize in theatrical coverage packages

• Policy of the theater owner protecting the physical property vs. policy of the 
show running inside the theater protecting against business interruption and/or 
performance cancellation

• Specific language of policies is key

• Any mention of communicable diseases, viruses, or pandemics

• Whether a physical loss or damage must occur 

• In 2016, Shaw Festival upgraded its disaster insurance coverage to specifically 
include pandemics

• Even if producers receive remuneration under their prior policies, going 
forward, it is assumed that it will be next to impossible for Broadway producers 
to obtain pandemic insurance for future performances



Refunds for cancelled performances

• Credits, postponements and/or donations in lieu of refunds

• Refunds being issued based on incremental shutdown extensions (April 12, 
2020, then June 7, 2020, then September 6, 2020, then January 2021)

• Broadway producers need steady cash flow

• New York Arts & Cultural Affairs Law
• Section 23.08
• Ticket holders are entitled to refunds for cancelled or rescheduled events
• Exceptions for event that is rescheduled due to an act of God or catastrophe or if 

ticket states that remedy is limited to rescheduled performance

• Class action lawsuits against Ticketmaster and Live Nation

• Who has the funds from tickets sold for cancelled performances?



Financial assistance

• Unions working with members as to annual dues and healthcare 
eligibility

• Applicability of $2 trillion relief package
• Theater companies can apply for PPP loans

• $250 million in aid for arts institutions

• Unemployment benefits extended to freelance workers, including theater 
workers who accepted a job but were unable to start work due to the 
shutdown

• Proposed legislation to financially assist live events industry



Proposed legislation

• Making sure theater workers are included in any new legislation

• 100% COBRA subsidy

• Tax deductions

• Pension protection

• Increased arts funding 



However…

• Local and state arts funding cuts likely on the horizon

• The arts receive little funding in the U.S. compared to other countries

• Republicans deride arts funding

• Need for private philanthropy to take the place of needed public 
funding



Streaming theater-related programming 
• Intended to maintain exposure, not economic substitute

• Livestreamed play readings and concerts

• Previously released filmed performances

• New contracts likely to be released to address streaming

• Which unions have jurisdiction?

• Equity Do Not Work Rule

• Were actors and theater workers previously compensated for the recording?

• Jurisdiction of Actors’ Equity v. SAG-AFTRA (digital media contract)

• “The Female Genius” by Thirdwing

• Compensation for theater workers v. economic viability of streaming for theater 
companies and producers



Theatre Authority

• Nonprofit group that regulates free appearances by Actors’ Equity 
members at benefit performances

• Predated the coronavirus, now being used for livestreamed events

• Actors receive an honorarium to cover expenses instead of a salary

• Limited rehearsal time is permitted

• Streamed content can be viewed for four days at most

• Example: “The Misanthrope” by Moliere in the Park 



IP protection in streaming theater content

• Involvement of dramatic licensing companies

• Right of public performance vs. right to stream

• Right of synchronization

• Right to exploit in all forms of media

• High school musicals

• Could stream be “captured” and posted elsewhere?

• Agreement between Theatrical Rights Worldwide and Booktix Live



Streaming agreements with Actors’ Equity

• Temporary in nature

• Make a performance available online for one-time viewing to ticket 
buyers

• Pay the actors a weekly salary

• Number of virtual tickets must match number of seats in theater for 
each “performance”

• Rattle Theatre Company production of “The Siblings Play”

• “How to Succeed” by Florida’s Jupiter Maltz Theatre



Previously recorded theater content

• National Theatre at Home 

• Metropolitan Opera telecasts

• Andrew Lloyd Webber musicals

• BroadwayHD.com

• Right to stream already acquired



Newly recorded theater content

• Play readings and concerts performed from home

• “What Do We Need to Talk About?”

• Sondheim 90th birthday concert

• Plays in the House series

• Spotlight on Plays series

• The 24-Hour Monologues



Theatre on Film and Tape Archive at the 
Library for the Performing Arts at Lincoln 

Center
• One of the greatest places on Earth

• Archival recordings of Broadway and Off-Broadway shows going back 
to 1970

• Can be viewed only by qualified researchers

• Library does not have the right to make the recordings widely or 
commercially available



How to legally and safely reopen Broadway



New York Forward

• New York State’s reopening plan

• Non-essential businesses in each region of New York will reopen in 
four phases

• Theater was originally expected to be included in Phase Four but was 
then removed

• Lack of Broadway representation on New York Forward Re-Opening 
Advisory Board



Could small and flexible theater companies 
reopen first?



Will commercial producers be better suited to a 
post-COVID Broadway than not-for-profit 

companies?
• Commercial Broadway productions, by and large, are limited liability 

vehicles

• Once they shut down, producers can start anew

• Not-for-profit companies that produce on Broadway will are far better 
funded than other theater not-for-profits but are now taking a HUGE 
financial hit



Health and safety measures to protect theater 
workers and audience members

• Facial coverings
• Deep cleaning
• Contact tracing/emergency contact lists of attendees
• Body temperature checks
• Testing theater workers
• Handling lines of people outside theater and bathroom
• Regulate backstage areas
• Can performers touch each other onstage?
• Liability for negligent transmission of coronavirus?



Whether limited live programming with social 
distancing is economically possible

• Andrew Lloyd Webber’s London experiment

• Reduced seating capacity means reduced gross potential

• Even outdoor theater presents logistical problems including tight 
backstage areas and use of bathrooms

• 4 out of 5 Broadway shows already did not make back their 
investment costs

• Average running costs on Broadway are at least $300,000 for a play 
and $600,000 for a musical

• Will contractual minimums, financial models, and production 
standards need to be completely reconceived?



Potential liability for virus transmission

• If a theatergoer becomes exposed to the coronavirus at the theater, could 
he or she successfully sue the producers for negligence?

• “Baseball Rule”
• Will assumption of risk apply?
• Will theatergoers be asked to sign liability waivers? Will they be printed on theater 

tickets?

• Can producers show that they even if a transmission occurred, they used 
reasonable care and were not negligent?

• Can the location of causation really be proved at this point?

• This may be addressed in legislation.

• Get ready for lots of lawsuits!



Whether and when audiences will return
• Unlike televised sports, Broadway needs a live physical audience

• Contemporary Broadway has been tied directly to NYC tourism

• Surveys indicate that audiences will not return until it is safe to do so

• 65 percent of 2018-19 season audience members lived outside tristate area

• 19 percent of 2018-19 season audience members were from outside the 
U.S.

• 16 percent of 018-19 season audience members were over 65 years of age

• Qualitative and quantitative changes to programming

• Possible legislation over liability for virus transmission

• Could there be future shutdowns after reopening?



Contemplating Broadway one year from 
today…

• Approximately half of the 41 theaters are occupied

• Shows began to reopen, one by one, in the spring of 2021

• Six, slated to reopen on the first day of the shutdown, is the first show to reopen

• Big long-running hits like The Lion King and Wicked expected to reopen in Fall 2021

• New shutdowns contemplated as infection rates go up and down

• Ongoing experiments with seating arrangements, virtual ticket options, health and safety requirements, and 
sanitation measures

• Extremely variable theater ticket pricing (raised due to reduced seating and/or reduced to attract people to come)

• Contracts have been temporarily renegotiated in order to reduce production costs

• Most of the new shows from the time of the shutdown were scrapped

• New shows that are cheaper and shorter and aimed at local and younger audiences

• Big public relations effort to encourage people to attend Broadway shows again and convince them that it is safe to 
go

• Lots of co-productions, uniting multiple commercial producers and not-for-profits

• The Music Man with Hugh Jackman has been indefinitely postponed



Conclusion
• New legal challenges on the horizon as Broadway prepares a comeback (contract 

renegotiations, unions, liability waivers, health and safety regulations, financial 
assistance legislation)

• Considering how much Broadway was grossing before the pandemic, producers 
and theater owners are not going to give up on it easily

• Broadway is maintaining its presence on social media and promoting good will 
during the shutdown

• Theater will return, in some form or other

• Theater has survived plagues before

• Free streaming content is the equivalent of a band-aid on a bleeding wound

• But will the theater industry as we know it return?

• It is probably unrealistic for Broadway shows to operate with strict social 
distancing procedures in place



Give my regards to old Broadway
And say that I'll be there e'er long



Matthew Windman

The Show Must Go On: Legal Issues Affecting Broadway Amid COVID-19

New York Law Journal

July 21, 2020 Tuesday
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Body

 D uring the first week of March 2020, before concerns over the spread of COVID-19 reached fever pitch, the 30 
shows that were running on Broadway at the time collectively grossed $26.7 million. The lucrative spring theater 
season had just begun, and 16 new shows were scheduled to open before the end of April in order to be eligible for 
the 2020 Tony Awards.

At the time, COVID-19 was not being completely ignored. Both the Broadway League (the trade organization 
representing Broadway theater owners and producers) and Actors' Equity Association (the labor union representing 
actors and stage managers on Broadway and at professional theaters nationwide) released statements about 
monitoring the situation. Hand sanitizer dispensers were added to theater lobbies, and actors stopped signing 
autographs and interacting with fans at stage doors.

On Wednesday, March 11, 2020, matinee and evening performances went forward, and it seemed to be business 
as usual. The new musical  Six was set to officially open the following night, and Tracy Letts' new play  The Minutes 
would be opening a few days later. Then  The New York Times reported that a Broadway usher had tested positive 
for COVID-19.

Less than 24 hours later, an industry that during the 2018-19 theater season had grossed $1.8 billion, sold 14.8 
million tickets, and contributed an estimated $14.8 billion to the local economy was instantly shut down pursuant to 
a statewide ban on public gatherings of 500 or more people. Not coincidentally, Broadway theaters have 500 or 
more seats. (It is hard to believe now, but Broadway did not shut down during the Flu Epidemic of 1918). A handful 
of small Off-Broadway theaters continued to hold performances, albeit at half-capacity and with social distancing 
and sanitation measures in place, until non-essential gatherings were banned altogether under the "New York on 
Pause" executive order.

It was soon confirmed that  Hangmen and  Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, which were still in previews as of March 
12, 2020, would not resume performances. Disney Theatrical Productions also announced that  Frozen (which had 
opened on Broadway approximately two years earlier) had closed for good. The producers of many other Broadway 
shows that were either in previews or about to begin previews (including productions by the not-for-profit groups 
Lincoln Center Theater, Roundabout Theatre Company, and Second Stage) have announced tentative plans to 
resume performances after the shutdown ends. A revival of  The Music Man starring Hugh Jackman has shifted its 
opening night to Spring 2021.
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While the 41 theaters of Broadway remain dark, the New York theater community has been left to grapple with 
challenging legal issues relating to governmental directives, contracts, insurance coverage, refunds, presenting live 
and prerecorded content on the internet, and what health and safety measures will be needed once the theaters 
can reopen.

Existing contracts will likely be closely scrutinized as to whether payment or performance is excusable under a force 
majeure clause or some other common law defense such as impossibility or frustration of purpose. As per the 
website  Broadway News, theater producers are still technically required to make rent payments to theater owners 
(including major Broadway landlords such as the Shubert Organization, the Nederlander Organization, and 
Jujamcyn Theaters). However, to prevent the shows from closing for good during the shutdown, theater owners 
may decide that it is in their best interest to renegotiate or forgive rent and other contractual obligations during the 
shutdown.

On March 18, 2020, the Dramatists Guild of America (an organization representing professional theater writers) 
released a statement bringing attention to the fact that some theaters were asking playwrights to return advance 
and option payments for productions that had been cancelled or postponed due to COVID-19. "Our request to the 
theatrical community is to stop scapegoating the dramatists at this unprecedented time, and our advice to 
dramatists confronted by these demands is to just say no, with the full knowledge that it was unfair for you to be put 
in this position in the first place," wrote Ralph Sevush, executive director of business affairs and general counsel for 
the DGA.

Whether theater owners and producers can obtain insurance coverage for financial losses resulting from the 
shutdown will, of course, depend on the particular language of their policies. According to the website  Broadway 
News, theater owners generally take out insurance to protect their theaters against physical damage, while the 
producers of individual shows obtain policies guarding against the cancellation or interruption of performances. As 
per  Reuters, it is expected that going forward, insurance companies will not be willing to provide pandemic 
insurance coverage to the theater industry.

People who had purchased tickets for performances that got cancelled should not have experienced any difficulty in 
obtaining refunds-although it may have taken longer than expected. Under the New York Arts & Cultural Affairs 
Law, with limited exceptions, ticketholders are entitled to refunds after an event is cancelled or rescheduled. By 
extending the Broadway shutdown in successive increments (originally to April 12, 2020, then to June 7, 2020, then 
Sept. 6, 2020, and now Jan. 2, 2021), producers have been delaying their obligation to provide refunds.

Some of the most significant legal questions stemming from COVID-19 have involved streaming theater-related 
programming, such as informal, Zoom-style play readings and concerts performed by theater artists from their 
homes, which numerous theater companies have produced in order to remain on the cultural radar. In one notable 
case, Red Bull Theater, a well-regarded Off-Broadway company, was forced to postpone a free livestreamed 
reading of the 17th century tragedy  'Tis Pity She's a Whore following objections by Actors' Equity that Red Bull had 
not received Equity's permission to produce the reading, leading some to wonder whether Equity actually had 
jurisdiction over the reading since it was not being performed at a theater.

Some theater companies have entered into streaming agreements with Actors' Equity to compensate actors in 
exchange for the right to sell "virtual tickets" to allow people to watch a performance. For instance, after the 
Broadway shutdown began, Off-Broadway's Rattlestick Playwrights Theater held a few additional performances of  
The Siblings Play at half capacity. Then, under a temporary agreement reached with Actors' Equity, Rattlestick 
made a recording of the production available online for theatergoers who had already purchased tickets for 
performances that were being cancelled. A limited number of additional "View at Home Tickets" for new ticket 
buyers were also made available, but with the proviso that the total number of online viewers could not exceed the 
theater's seating capacity for each planned performance.
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Most livestreamed theatrical content, however, is being presented pursuant to the approval of the Theatre Authority, 
a non-profit organization that permits members of Actors' Equity to perform for free in connection with charitable 
fundraisers. For example, on June 27, 2020, Moliere in the Park, a new not-for-profit theater company, presented a 
free livestreamed reading on YouTube of Moliere's 17th century comedy  Tartuffe pursuant to a Theatre Authority 
agreement.

According to co-founding producer Garth Belcon, the Theatre Authority allowed the company to keep  Tartuffe 
available online for only up to four days. But after the reading received a rave review in  The New York Times, the 
company entered into a subsequent agreement with SAG-AFTRA that allowed it to keep  Tartuffe available on 
YouTube through July 12, 2020. (Of course, streaming content can easily be illegally "captured" and posted 
elsewhere online, thereby creating issues of copyright infringement.)

Throughout the shutdown, many theater aficionados have lobbied for the Theatre on Film and Tape Archive (TOFT) 
at the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center to make its extensive collection of video 
recordings of Broadway and Off-Broadway productions from 1970 to present available for free online viewing. Alas, 
that is extremely unlikely to happen because the library only obtains the right to record stage productions for 
archival purposes and make them available only to people doing research.

Notwithstanding recent anomalies such as  Hamilton on Disney Plus and  Springsteen on Broadway on Netflix, 
Broadway shows have rarely been filmed for commercial release due to prohibitive costs and a longstanding fear 
that filming a show will dilute the demand to see it live. However, some shows that were previously filmed and 
released have been made available for free streaming by institutions such as New York's Metropolitan Opera, 
London's National Theatre, and Ontario's Stratford Festival (which assumedly already possess all the necessary 
intellectual property rights and union clearances).

When Broadway theaters are finally able to reopen, questions will linger regarding what health and safety measures 
will be needed to adequately protect both theatergoers and theater workers. Unless the issue of liability over 
transmissions of COVID-19 is addressed in future legislation, theater owners and producers may proactively seek 
to limit any potential liability. Just as the back of a baseball ticket traditionally contains a waiver of liability for any 
physical injuries sustained due to a foul ball, a theater ticket may soon contain a similar waiver for any claims 
arising from the transmission of a communicable disease.

By and large, industry professionals doubt that Broadway theaters could reopen under strict social distancing 
requirements. Even under normal circumstances, Broadway is a risky financial investment. It is an industry maxim 
that four out of five Broadway shows lose money. "Broadway theater in general - and musical theater in particular-is 
not likely to be economically viable with social-distancing requirements in place that cull audiences by half or more," 
said Jason P. Baruch of Sendroff & Baruch, LLP, a prominent theater industry law firm. "With the exception of the 
occasional one-person show, concert or small play, most Broadway shows simply will not be producible until the 
theaters can be filled again."

On the other hand, not-for-profit theater companies may be able to experiment and present theater in new ways 
and in new spaces in compliance with social distancing guidelines. Director Michael Arden ( Once On This Island) 
recently worked with a large group of actors to create an "immersive, drive-through, socially-distanced theater 
piece," which was presented on a private, invite-only basis at outdoor locations throughout the Hudson River Valley.

Even after Broadway theaters are allowed to reopen at full capacity by the government, theater owners and 
producers may still have to wait for the consent of the various unions representing theater workers, including but not 
limited to Actors' Equity, which has forbid its members from returning to work (i.e. auditions, rehearsals, or 
performances) until individual theaters create and submit health and safety plans that meet the union's approval.

Following the shutdown, Equity hired David Michaels, former U.S. Assistant Secretary of Labor for Occupational 
Safety and Health, as a public health consultant. On May 26, 2020, Equity released a memo outlining four principles 
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it believes theaters must address before its members can return to work, including control of COVID-19, the ability 
to readily identify infected individuals, modifying theater spaces and procedures, and working closely with others to 
implement these measures.

On July 6, 2020, Equity announced that it had approved plans submitted by Barrington Stage Company and the 
Berkshire Theatre Group, both located in the Berkshires, to present the one-man show  Harry Clarke and the 
musical  Godspell (which will be performed in an outdoor tent for only 96 audience members) respectively. The 
actors and backstage workers involved in these productions will be frequently tested for COVID-19, and audience 
members will be required to wear masks and undergo temperature scans.

Broadway shows will surely return to New York, be it in early 2021 or later, but it will not be a fast or easy process. 
After years of record-breaking grosses, Broadway will probably struggle to stay afloat, especially if tourists (who 
made up 65 percent of the Broadway audience during the 2018-19 season) are scarce and locals are wary of 
returning to packed, very old, indoor theaters. Just as the theater industry has struggled with serious legal and 
economic issues throughout the shutdown, upon reopening, it will confront similar challenges that will affect how it 
survives and when it will flourish again.

MATTHEW WINDMAN is an associate attorney at Herzfeld & Rubin, P.C. He also writes about theater for the 
newspaper amNewYork Metro.

Load-Date: July 21, 2020
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GLOBAL 
CONSUMER  
TRENDS 
COVID-19 EDITION

THE NEW NORMAL



METHODOLOGY  

 

Dynata conducted 11,322 interviews between the 30th of April 2020 
and the 2nd of May 2020 using its propriety first-party research panels.

Interviews were conducted in 11 countries, approximately 1,000 
interviews per country. Countries covered were the USA, Canada, the 
UK, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, Italy, China, Singapore 
and Australia. Quota controls were applied at the country level to 
ensure a well-balanced sample.

At these samples sizes we are 95% sure, at a country level,  
that the results produced here are within +/-3% of the reality.

THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC  
HAS CHANGED OUR WORLD. 

These drastic changes are causing an unprecedented shift in consumer 
behavior across all parts of our lives. In March and April, we explored 
the immediate effects of the pandemic in our Global Consumer Trends 
COVID-19 Special Report, examining some of the immediate and 
profound changes experienced by consumers – from the sources they 
were turning to for information, how fast they were pivoting to online 
shopping, and early expectations on when the pandemic would end. 

Now, as many governments and businesses 
consider reopening and many countries are 
approaching or passing the first peak of 
infection, we’re looking at changes in consumer 
behaviors and trends with a goal to help uncover 
which ones might be temporary, and which ones 
could become permanent. What do brands need 
to know to stay ahead of these consumer trends 
and meet their emerging wants and needs?

Our Global Consumer Trends COVID-19 Edition: The New Normal seeks 
to identify those changed consumer trends to help brands and agencies 
find insights on which might have long-term staying power. In times of 
unprecedented change, Dynata reports on new consumer trends across 
11 countries as we all settle in to our COVID-19-influenced world.



HOME FOR WORK:  

Will we go back  
to the office?

There’s been a dramatic increase in people working from home. Having 
experienced it, most people don’t want to go back to an external work 
environment. Two thirds say they’re just as or more productive at home.

 

IMPENDING IMPACT  
As more people embrace a work from home model, will companies still invest in full office space? 
Is there a potential impact on commercial real estate industry and urban planning – fewer office 
visits might mean new terms for office leasing, fewer cars on the road, or maybe a drop in public 
transportation usage? And will we need to redefine concepts of collaboration, teamwork and the 
classic office environment? 
 

The impact of COVID-19 on people’s working lives has been dramatic. In our latest results we see 
considerable variation by country, as well as by age and income, on just how dramatic the changes  
have been.

In China, nearly nine in 10 working people are doing so from home at least some of the time, as are 88% 
of those working in Singapore, 79% in Italy, 76% in Spain, and 75% in the USA, UK and France. At the 
lower end, 70% in Canada, 69% in Australia, 64% in the Netherlands and 60% in Germany are doing so.  

Dramatic increase 
in people working 
from home since 
start of pandemic
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Are people more productive when they work from home? Overall, just under two thirds report they are 
just as, if not more, productive at home than they were in the office (31% more productive, 31% just 
as productive); 38% percent believe they are less productive. Americans have the highest opinion of 
their productivity from home, with 18% saying they feel very much more productive, compared to 10% 
overall. China, on the other hand, stands at the other end of the scale, with less than half feeling they are 
as productive or more so now than when they worked outside the home, and just 3% say they are very 
much more productive. 

Not surprisingly, those who feel very much more productive at home are the ones most likely to want to 
continue to work from home all the time (55%). But the benefits of working from home don’t appear to 
be limited to just productivity, as 43% of those who say they are very much less productive at home still 
want to work from home at least some of the time. Surprisingly, a quarter of those who say they are very 
much less productive at home still want to work at home all or most of the time when the pandemic is 
over!

Certain types of jobs are more 
conducive to working from home, 
so it’s no surprise that people who 
previously worked from home all 
the time are most likely to feel 
that working from home makes 
them as productive or more so 
than being away from home. 
However, more than half (55%) of 
those who have never worked at 
home before say they are just as 
productive or more so than they 
were previously. 

Our questions about the benefits of working from home were asked fully six weeks after most countries 
went into lockdown – some have been in lockdown for much longer. Therefore, we believe the results 
don’t appear to reflect just the novelty or “honeymoon period” of working from home, but rather suggest 
that – in the minds of many workers – working from home is a productive option for the long term.

These results suggest that, contrary to prior belief, many more types of jobs are good candidates for 
a work-from-home approach. This has ramifications for the office of the future and for the roles of 
managers, workplace cooperation, teamwork and more. 

Home for work: Will we go back to the office?  |  Continued

How productive are 
you when working 
from home vs. 
working in an office?
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Those in higher income brackets are more likely to be working from home full-time during the pandemic 
(57%), compared to 42% of those in the low-income range. Those with low income are over 60% more 
likely to be still going out to work (29% are doing this compared to 18% of those with high income). High 
income earners self-reported feeling slightly higher levels of greater productivity than those with low 
income (63% vs. 58%). 

There is enthusiasm for switching to working from home across all income ranges, with 75% of those with 
low incomes wanting to work from home at least some of the time, 72% of those in the medium category 
and 77% of those with high incomes.

GenX, Millennials and GenZ were all working at home full time at the same rate pre-COVID-19 (15%, 16% 
and 16%, respectively); during the Coronavirus pandemic, Millennials are more likely to be working from 
home full time, at 53%, compared to 47% of GenX and 44% of GenZ.

Interestingly, the younger generations, whom we might think are more likely to have children at home 
and therefore suffer more distractions, are more likely to self-report being more productive at home. Just 
a quarter of Boomers say they work more productively at home compared to outside the home, while 
31% of GenX’ers, 32% of Millennials and 33% of GenZ’ers say this. However, we should note that when 
same and better levels of productivity are combined, the picture changes: 62% of Boomers, GenX’ers and 
Millennials say they are at least as productive as they were previously; only GenX disagrees, with 57% of 
them saying they’re at least as productive as they were before they started working from home. 

Younger generations are more likely to want to work from home moving forward, with 34% of Baby 
Boomers wanting to do so all or most of the time, 37% of GenX, 41% of Millennials and 40% of GenZ. 

As companies start to cautiously reopen, these trends can help them understand the feasibility of which 
tasks can be done from home permanently, and the implications for office space, supplies, company 
culture, team structures and more. Second order effects resulting from a migration to work from home 
could include impacts on car manufacturers, public transportation, road maintenance, food consumption, 
clothing, the social role of colleagues in people’s lives, and much more. 

Home for work: Will we go back to the office?  |  Continued



TELEMEDICINE  

Here to Stay?

Eighty-four percent of those trying telemedicine during the pandemic 
were doing so for the first time. Results are positive – over half found the 
experience very or extremely satisfactory. 

 

IMPENDING IMPACT  
If more consumers choose the convenience of telehealth/telemedicine, will hospitals and 
health systems put more resources behind developing better technology? How will insurance 
companies respond to the increasing needs of telethealth? How will this change how doctors 
and nurses are trained? Will this lead to widespread use of AI diagnoses through home 
assistants (Amazon Alexa, Google Home), and 24/7 “Dr. Anywhere” services?

 

One of the ways the COVID-19 pandemic is likely to transform healthcare is a rise in the use of 
telemedicine, described recently by the director of the Center for Health and Technology at the 
University of Rochester (NY) “as big a transformation as any ever before in the history of US healthcare.” 
Many of us may know someone who has used a telemedicine option during the pandemic for the first 
time. Our data shows overall, 39% of people have contacted a healthcare provider during the pandemic 
and in two thirds of those cases telemedicine was used, either exclusively or in combination with an in-
person visit. Usage of telemedicine ranges from a high of 89% in China and 83% in Spain to lows of 38% 
in Germany, 41% in Singapore and 49% in France. 
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Most people (55% overall) using telemedicine found the experience either extremely or very 
satisfactory. Only the Netherlands was something of an outlier, with only 30% agreeing, with those 
low ratings perhaps due to the relative ease of access to doctors there, including the common practice 
of home visits by doctors. The USA, UK and Canada – each with a relatively low number of doctors 
per population – were the most satisfied with the experience. However, other countries with even 
lower doctor-to-population ratios, such as China and Singapore, reported satisfaction levels only in 
the midrange. Italy joined the Netherlands as the only countries with less than 50% of the population 
reporting lower levels of satisfaction with the telemedicine experience. More research would provide 
further insight into the drivers of satisfaction with the telemedicine experience.

Telemedicine: Here to Stay?  |  Continued
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THE FUTURE OF  
“LIVE” ENTERTAINMENT

Over half say they will return to live entertainment slowly or not at all.  
More than half are streaming sports and entertainment content at home. 
Older people are even more cautious about going back into crowds to 
enjoy entertainment.

 

IMPENDING IMPACT  
Has the ease and ubiquity of streaming diminished the live experience? If so, what are the 
emerging revenue opportunities for streaming? If consumers want a live experience how will 
entertainment companies adapt?  

 

Prior to the pandemic, four out of five people across the countries we studied used to attend some form 
of live sport or entertainment event. Four in 10 attended live concerts, two thirds went to the movies, just 
over a third used to go to live sporting events and a third to live theater. 

Since the pandemic started, however, just over half have live-streamed a concert, movie, sports event 
or theatrical production, with movies being most popular (36% have streamed movies), followed by 
concerts (at 21%), sporting events (17%) and theater (14%). 
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The countries with the highest percentage of people choosing to go to live concerts (Spain, Italy, the 
UK and Canada) were not necessarily those where the most live concert streaming took place: people in 
Spain, China, Italy and Singapore are most likely to have been streaming concerts during the pandemic. 
We can observe the same phenomenon for movies, where those in Italy, Spain, Singapore and Canada 
were most likely to have enjoyed movies in person, while China, along with Italy, topped the list for live 
streaming of new movie releases. 

The highest levels of live sports event attendance pre-COVID-19 were reported in Spain, Italy and the 
USA; lately, China, Spain, Singapore, Italy and France were most likely to have streamed sports events. 
Those in the UK and Spain were most likely to have attended live theater before the outbreak, while 
those in the China, the UK and Singapore were most likely to have enjoyed these as virtual experiences in 
recent months. 

Millennials and GenZ’ers are at least twice as likely as Boomers to have streamed movies, and all three 
younger generations are much more likely to have streamed content from all categories. Nearly two 
thirds of Boomers (63%) say they haven’t streamed any of this content, compared to just over a quarter 
(27%) of GenZ. 

Our findings suggest a mood of caution as people think about a return to live experiences. Sixty-five 
percent overall say they will return to live concerts quite slowly or not at all; 55% say the same for 
movies, 57% for sporting events and 64% for live theater. But the numbers for people who say they 
will never return to these live experiences are very low, at 5% or less for each of the four entertainment 
opportunities.

France, Germany and Italy are the most eager countries to recapture the live experience in entertainment 
as soon as possible. 

Interestingly, our results show successively higher levels of caution about re-engaging with events in 
person across generational cohorts, portending a longer path to recovery for those entertainment 
categories relying more heavily on older audiences. Sixty percent of GenZ, 49% of Millennials, 42% 
of GenX and 37% of Boomers say they plan to go back to movies as soon as possible, or relatively 
quickly. Fifty-eight percent of GenZ’ers, 46% of Millennials, 40% of GenX’ers and 38% of Boomers are 
eager to go to a live sporting event as soon as possible, or relatively quickly. Those in the low-income 
group are just as, or more eager, than those with high income to return to live experiences as soon as 
possible. 

The Future of “Live” Entertainment  |  Continued
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RETURN TO SHOPPING:  

The Grocery  
Store Example

Despite the prevalence of lockdowns globally, online delivery for groceries 
sees only a modest gain in popularity. Smaller specialty stores (bakeries, 
delicatessens, fishmongers) lose a larger proportion of their customers 
than supermarkets as customers reduce the number of stores they use. 

 

IMPENDING IMPACT  
The surge in retail ecommerce – is it a “real” change? Or is it because non-grocery stores are 
closed? Grocery stores have stayed open, experiencing only a modest rise in home delivery. 
And while we continue to visit large grocery stores, specialty shops have suffered – will the 
“shops around the corner” be able to stay in business after life comes back to normal? 

Grocery stores are one of the very few physical, aka brick-and-mortar, retailers to remain open during 
the global pandemic lockdowns. But even while remaining open, they’re experienced business disruption 
driven by panic buying in the early stages of the pandemic to, more recently, the advent of social 
distancing measures reducing the number of customers allowed in a store at any one time, producing 
increased average basket sizes despite the reduction in shopping visits. Other lockdown rules have 
resulted in many consumers changing their store usage habits.

Prior to the pandemic, people reported using 3.3 of the 9 food retailer types presented to them (very 
big chain supermarkets/hypermarkets, large chain supermarkets, smaller chain supermarkets, local 
independent grocery stores, butchers, greengrocers, fishmongers, bakeries and/or delicatessens), with 
hypermarkets proving most popular (used by one in two) and delicatessens the least visited (at 17%). 
Among grocery stores, the most popular type was the large chain supermarket, used by just over two 
thirds of the people surveyed

There was surprisingly little variation in the pattern of supermarket usage across countries. In China, 
local smaller, independent supermarkets prevail as the most used, at 48%, compared to the rest of the 
countries surveyed (29%); and in the Netherlands, the relative absence of hypermarkets contributes to 
the lower rate of usage – just 24% – compared to an average across all other countries of 51%.
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When we reset the question to ask about “now,” the biggest change is a reduction in the number of shop 
types used – down one store on average to 2.3.

The big losers during the pandemic are the independent specialty stores: butchers, bakers, 
greengrocers and the like. While having fewer customers to begin with they have lost relatively more of 
them. In France, Germany and Italy, where usage of such shops is at its highest (all having 70% or more 
of the population using them), the customer losses have been lower, but still significant. Now only around 
six in 10 of those populations (and only 49% in Italy) are using such stores. Bakeries are less hard hit in 
the countries where fresh bread is culturally important, but in the UK, the USA, Canada and China the 
usage of bakeries is down almost 70%.

The evidence of the general abandonment of small businesses flies in the face of the stated social 
“obligation,” at least on the part of half the population, to “help smaller business survive rather than 
the larger chains.” In fact, of those who agree with that statement, 39% have stopped using smaller 
independent specialty businesses entirely, compared to 28% of those who disagree with it.

The problem for the independent stores is that they are not generally seen as pleasant places to shop. 
Only around half the population agrees with this notion, ranging from a low of 38% in Singapore to a 
high of 54% in Spain. Add to this little perceived quality uplift from shopping at independents (only 
41% endorse this) and contrast it with the 80% who agree that it is more convenient to shop all in one 
place and take advantage of the lower prices on offer (65% agree that prices are lower), and it is hard to 
imagine a bright “post-pandemic” future for all independent specialty grocery stores.

Return to Shopping: The Grocery Store Example |  Continued
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During a period of lockdown, we may also expect to see a change in the number of people having their 
groceries delivered, or at least wanting to, perhaps presenting a major logistical challenge on the part of 
supermarkets – as has already proven to be the case for many. In fact, we see only modest rises in the 
usage of home delivery “at all.” The proportion of people never having used home delivery has fallen 
from an overall 57%, pre-pandemic, to 54% during the pandemic. 

About half of those who have changed their delivery patterns intend to reverse this after lockdown is 
over, rising to 65% of Italians and 63% of Chinese. About a third intend to stick with their new changed 
pattern.

In the new normal we do not expect to see major shifts in grocery shopping behavior. The larger 
supermarkets will continue to dominate, although there may be some redistribution of customers and 
perhaps a continued step-up in home delivery services. We cannot tell if the current pattern for fewer 
stores being used per shopper with bigger baskets per trip will remain. Unfortunately, the big losers may 
well be the independent stores.
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CONSUMERS & CHANGING 
PAYMENT METHODS

The pandemic has jumpstarted contactless options in the USA. Cash is 
least favorite payment method everywhere during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

IMPENDING IMPACT  
Will the preference for contactless payment options accelerate the widespread introduction 
of contactless payment? If so, what do banks and financial institutions need to prepare – 
issuance of contactless bank cards, security/privacy implications, and education programs? 
And what does it mean for the payment technology providers?

 

Perhaps surprisingly, payment methods, before the pandemic, were very different across countries. Even 
within the EU, and between the USA and Canada, we see major differences.

Within the six countries of the EU in our study, around one in ten in both Germany (11%) and Italy (13%) 
had no “plastic” (and no phone app) to make payment with. This was double the number seen in the 
UK, France, the Netherlands and Spain – and similar to the US (10%). Canada was more like Europe at 3%, 
than its near neighbor. Asia-Pacific, or at least China, Australia and Singapore, tended to be like Europe.

Also, the types of cards held – contactless, “chip and PIN” and “chip and signature” – were different 
across countries. The highest level of contactless card or phone app ownership was seen in China, 
where 90% report having at least one and 84% having a phone app; followed by Singapore (85% having 
some form of contactless card or phone app ownership); the UK (81%); and Australia (78%). In the USA, 
by contrast, only four in ten had contactless methods of payment before the pandemic.

Where people had a contactless method, it was popular. Around half of Canadians, Britons, Australians, 
French, Dutch and Singaporeans indicated their favorite method was their contactless card. In China, 78% 
chose their contactless phone app as their favorite. Germany, in stark contrast, strongly identified as a 
cash economy with as many as 43% citing cash as their preferred method of payment, pre-COVID-19.



Since the COVID-19 outbreak we have all been advised, wherever possible, to use cards rather than 
cash, and contactless rather than chip and PIN or chip and signature. The past few months have seen 
an increase in the availability of contactless methods. The biggest growth has been seen in the USA, 
moving from 38% to 46% ownership of a contactless method of payment.

The preference for cash has fallen away faster than contactless methods have grown. Prior to the 
pandemic, 22% of respondents across all countries expressed a preference for cash. This has now 
dropped seven points to 15%. The largest fall is seen in Germany, who reported the most reliance on 
cash, dropping from 43% to a 33% preference for cash. In Italy and Spain, we also see large drops in cash 
as the preferred method of payment, down 10 and 13 points, respectively.

Looked at as percentage change rather than an absolute change, the biggest movement away from cash 
occurred in Spain, decreasing from 29% preferring cash to 17% - a reduction of 43%. Similar large shifts 
were seen in the UK (-42%), China (-40%), Canada (-40%) and the Netherlands (-38%). In the USA, by 
contrast, the preference for cash remains essentially fixed at around 15%.
 

The pandemic is not yet over, and there is a continuing movement toward contactless cards and apps. Of 
the quarter of the population who have no contactless ability right now, around a third of them say it is 
extremely or very likely that they will get one soon. For a small minority (3%) it is certain, and the card is 
already ordered.
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A persistent cohort of around three in 10 respondents who currently don’t have a contactless method 
say it is not at all likely that they will go contactless. This equates to about just under one in ten of 
the population (8%) on average. By country this varies from a mere 1% in China, to Singapore, the UK, 
Canada, France, Australia and the Netherlands all being under 10%, to the highs in Germany (16%) and the 
USA (19%).

It appears the pandemic will have accelerated the movement from cash to plastic and from PIN or 
signature plastic to contactless methods, whether via cards or smartphone apps. It seems unlikely that 
contactless behaviors learned or reinforced during the pandemic will be abandoned after it is over. 
The example of countries that are well “ahead” in the move to contactless demonstrates how simple, 
convenient and easy it is to pay by card rather than cash. It is also more secure for the retailer, even for 
mundane and low value activities such as buying a drink in a bar or a loaf of bread at a bakery.
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RETURNING TO WORK:  

New Skills, New Jobs

Two thirds of those laid off say returning to their previous job sector is 
unlikely. Most who think this are taking steps to improve their skills.

 

IMPENDING IMPACT  
As the unemployment rolls swell, and workers seek the new jobs and new skills they need to 
get back to work, will providers of online learning experience benefit? Will the gig economy 
provide a bridge for those looking to return to work? And, since re-opening doesn’t mean 
everyone comes back at the same time, will – and how long should – furloughs and other 
practices remain in place? 

Overall, around one in four currently unemployed participants were laid off directly because of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. This ranged from a high of 37% in the US to a low of just over one in 20 in France. 
All other countries were within 10 percentage points of the average.

When we include those currently furloughed from employment, we see a doubling of the total 
respondents unable to work today due to the pandemic. The number of people furloughed is higher in 
countries where national governments are underwriting furlough programs. In the UK, for example, we 
observe a 7:1 ratio in favor of furloughing over being laid off; and in France, almost every participant who 
lost their job was on furlough rather than having been laid off.

The employment impact is felt more among lower income households than among the higher income 
brackets. For lower income households, the chances of being unable to work due to the pandemic 
more than doubles compared to higher, with medium-income households landing between the two.

Fortunately, despite reports of rising unemployment numbers and negative economic forecasts, most of 
the workforce – almost nine out of 10 – was either still employed or not looking for employment.

When examining individual industries, the retail sector accounts for the largest proportion of layoffs 
due to the pandemic, at 14% across the 11 countries studied. This, however, is only slightly higher than 
the proportion of people employed in retail in the economy, perhaps reflecting the resilience of grocery 
and other essential retailing along with online retail, all of which are still open. 



Return to Work: New Skills, New Jobs  |  Continued

Those laid off are not very confident about their chances of returning to work in the same sector after the 
pandemic is over. Only one in three said they felt it was very or extremely likely they would return to 
their prior industry. 

Workers in retail were less confident than their counterparts in entertainment, gyms and fitness or even 
hotels about the likelihood of being able to return to their previous employment. However, they were 
somewhat more confident than those working in restaurants and bars. 

The majority of those not convinced of the possibility of returning to their previous careers are actively 
doing something about it. And they are more active in this regard than those who are more longer-term 
unemployed. One in five are learning a new trade skill, while only slightly fewer are learning new IT skills. 
This contrasts with the longer-term unemployed, where the comparable numbers are 15% and 11%. One 
in five, for both groups of unemployed individuals, report going “back to school” and enrolling in 
some form of academic learning. More of the newly-unemployed are also thinking about career changes 
(32% vs. 21%) or starting their own company (18% vs. 13%). Even the gig economy looks more tempting, 
with 17% of those laid off due to COVID-19 considering work in these sectors, compared to just 9% of the 
longer-term unemployed.

Post-pandemic, we all hope for a swift return to the employment levels seen before the outbreak. For 
some, however, their former jobs will simply not be there, especially in brick-and-mortar retailing, the 
restaurant and bar trade and the travel business. Forward-thinking people are taking steps to prepare 
themselves for a different career path than the one they were on, learning the new skills that will be 
more in demand.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: May 11, 2020 
 
Contacts: 
Aimee Todoroff, Acting Director, League of Independent Theater aimee@litny.org 917-482-8861 
Randi Berry, IndieSpace randi@indiespace.org 917-626-1369 
 
AS SMALL THEATER BUSINESSES FOLD, THE LEAGUE OF INDEPENDENT THEATER 
AND INDIESPACE CONVENES EMERGENCY TOWN HALL TO SUSPEND COMMERCIAL 
RENTS 
 
The League of Independent Theater and sister organization IndieSpace announced today a 
virtual town hall on Thursday, May 28th at 1pm to call upon elected officials to protect small arts 
organizations from being displaced during this crisis. 
 
Register for the Small Venue Rent Forgiveness Town Hall through EventCombo Here: 
https://www.eventcombo.com/e/small-venue-rent-forgiveness-town-hall---litindiespace-39242 
 
NEW YORK, NY -- Since the beginning of the PAUSE in New York, small arts venues have 
been at a standstill, unable to generate any revenue while public events remain on hold for the 
greater good. Meanwhile, rents are due each month with no relief. As theater space after 
theater space announces permanent closures, the League of Independent Theater and 
IndieSpace are calling on elected officials to take action and protect small businesses and 
performance venues throughout the city. 
 
Independent theaters, defined as venues with 99 seats or less as well as non-traditional venues, 
produce the majority of live performance in NYC per year, including all of the productions 
outside of Lower Manhattan, according to a 2019 study by the Mayor’s Office of Media and 
Entertainment. The study found that small theaters employ thousands of workers across the city 
and act as economic tent poles for surrounding small businesses. 
 
The League is calling upon the New York State legislature and New York City Council to 
suspend commercial rent payments (currently introduced in the State Legislature as S8125A / 
A10224A) and provide long-term rent stabilization to give arts venues a fighting chance to 
survive this pause. 
 
The events of Wednesday, May 6th should act as an alarm bell for all those with an interest in 
sustaining the vitality of our community. Shetler Studios & Theatres closed its doors 
permanently after 30 years. Located in the heart of City Council Speaker Corey Johnson’s 
district in midtown Manhattan, Shetler Studios represented a critical piece of theater 
infrastructure. A public notice from Shetler Studios explains “We have great pride in the facilities 
we built and the community we nurtured… The path to recovery is simply too steep for our small 
company.” 
 



Later that day, The Secret Theatre, one of only three small arts venues in western Queens, 
announced its closure in an emotional video from Artistic Director Richard Mazda. “The plain 
truth is that the entire theater business is in such deep trouble now that I expect that we will be 
only one of many small theaters that will close.” 
 
As the already limited number of rehearsal and performance spaces accessible to indie theater 
companies continues to dwindle, “the artists tasked with creating the innovation needed to 
revive our culture and refresh our economy are being forced into untenable financial 
circumstances,” says the League’s Acting Director Aimee Todoroff. “Our community stood up 
and made painful sacrifices for the health and safety of our beloved city. Now, this often 
overlooked sector is simply asking that, while we are reinventing the cultural landscape, we are 
not also burdened with a back-log of debt accrued during a period when our work was 
involuntarily interrupted.”  
 
Christina Perry, a co-founder of the Chain Theatre, says they are “home to a 65 seat Mainstage 
theatrical space and a 35 seat Studio Theatre. Our organization serves artists from 
underrepresented sectors who create and present in our space as well as the audiences who 
attend. We host approximately 150 theatre artists a month in our two theaters and 300 
filmmakers annually. New York City is the theatre capital of the world. We aim to keep it that 
way. But if New York City is to continue to have not-for-profit theatre spaces in the five 
boroughs, Rent Relief must be granted." 
 
“Wild Project might be considered a small venue with our 89 seats,” say Ana Mari de Quesada 
Producing Artistic Director and Tom Escovar, Producing Director at the Wild Project “but to our 
artists and neighbors, we are an incredibly vital component to the economic heartbeat of the 
East Village. We are a place that nurtures growth in every aspect, by every metric, where artists 
and ideas come together to inspire the community and keep the neighborhood together and 
alive with the New York beat. Rent forgiveness will give us a chance to weather this great storm 
and remain a beacon and place that all artists and communities call home."  
 
Terry Greiss, Co-Founder and Executive Director of the Brooklyn based Irondale Ensemble 
Project, shares that "In the 11 years since Irondale turned the former Sunday school at the 
Lafayette Avenue Presbyterian Church into the Irondale Center, it has become a destination 
point for cutting edge theater, quality education and community engagement programs. But 
more than that, it has become a place where people gather to tell and hear stories that are 
important to them. It has become a center for people to come together-- a place to catalyze 
democratic activity through theater. Now is the time that we need our community to stand by 
us... Rent abatement, reduction and assistance will help us face the unknown we are about to 
enter and know that we are not in it alone.” 
 
“Since neither tenants nor landlords are to blame for this dilemma, why should the onus of 
solving it fall on tenants alone?” ask Carlo Altomere & Gia Lisa Krahne of Alchemical Studios. 
“The Alchemical and businesses like us employ thousands of people in NYC, and serve many 



thousands more… the closing of our businesses will have a considerable negative economic 
impact on NYC when the pandemic is over.” 
 
Randi Berry of IndieSpace agrees. “Without full rent cancellation we fear upwards of 25% of our 
indie venues will shutter for good post Covid19. A loss of that magnitude impacts the entire 
cultural makeup of the city and leaves thousands of artists without a home to do their work. No 
rent deferral. We must cancel rent.” 
 
“One thing that is painfully obvious during this pause is the desire for humans to connect 
face-to-face,” says Guy Yedwab, president of the League’s Board of Directors. “Even before the 
crisis, unregulated commercial rents over the last decade have closed dozens of venues. How 
the city responds to the looming threat of more closures will determine the future of our 
community for years to come.”  
 
“Thousands of households and small business people in NYC, good hard working New Yorkers, 
have their good name and credit, not to mention their homes and livelihoods, staked on leases 
that they are contractually obligated to make good. At this time when the government is 
instructing these people to stay home and close up shop, it is incumbent on the government to 
create a situation that allows them to do so without losing their home, livelihood, good name and 
credit and to make it possible for them to eventually leave their homes and continue working 
their 12 hour days on flat ground and not inside a big insurmountable hole,” says Erez Ziv of 
FRIGID New York. “You must protect our homes, our businesses and our credit or this shining 
city, this island of hills built on credit, will crumble into the sea.” 
 
The League of Independent Theater was founded in 2008 out of an emergency town hall in 
response to the sudden closures prompted by the start of the Great Recession. The planned 
Emergency Town Hall on Independent Theater will be the launching point for independent 
theater to fight alongside the #cancelrent movement and advocate for protections for the 
community. 
 
The Town Hall will be hosted on Thursday, May 28th at 1pm. Please register at EventCombo: 
https://www.eventcombo.com/e/small-venue-rent-forgiveness-town-hall---litindiespace-39242  
 
State and local representatives are invited to answer questions about what they plan to do to 
protect our remaining independent arts organizations. 
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